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The TBO Quick Read: Is bad lighting such a
bad thing?
This week’s TBO Quick Read was inspired by my most recent blog post where I
highlight a pretty unique landscape photo project. Not only are there some
great photos but I share some really important tips on how to get fantastic
photos in any light. 

Know Your Lighting

Photography is all about the light. In fact, if there is no light hitting the
sensor, there is no photo.

Check out the blog!
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Different times of the day, or weather conditions, can create different moods
and situations. You really can achieve amazing and compelling results by
shooting in any light, you just need to know how.
 
There is no such thing as good light or bad light, there is … just light.
 

Sunny Days Ahead

Use direct, harsh sunlight  to your benefit and arrange the image in a way
that helps to create a compelling composition.

 

Clouds in the Sky



On a cloudy day the light can be even and very soft; throw in some stormy
clouds and the effect could be very dramatic.

 

Let it Rain

Downpours bring life, a different look; in certain cases, some areas are just
magical in the rain.



 
In the Right Light, Everything is Extraordinary

Photography is all about the light. WIth the right light you can create
powerful emotions with every photo you take.

So there you have it, there really isn't good light or bad light. No matter the
lighting conditions, there are always good photos to be made.  

 

 
Visit the TBO Blog

This week’s blog is all about lighting in photography. Be
sure to check it out for more of my photographs, as well

as plenty of tips and tricks on getting the perfect photo no
matter what kind of lighting you encounter. 
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